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Time is
money

New Interns and another
productive year ahead!

The new school year started
August 15th marking Project
SEARCH’s second year with
Martin Health System at the North
Hospital. Other than following
the school year calendar all other
elements of the program are
business related. Participants are
Interns here to learn and master all
the job tasks they are given
in various hospital departments.
Each intern is assigned to a
different department every nine
weeks. Interns will rotate through
four departments this year with
the goal of employment. This
year additional departments are
participating which looks to be a
growing trend.

Department Internships
Operating Room Aide
4th, 5th, 6th Floor Service
Assistant
Patient Transport
Nutritional Services
Patient Services
Café Nutrition Worker
Meals on Wheels
Steward
Recovery Stocking
Wound Care Assistant
Emergency Department
Aide
Bio-Medical
Oncology
Environmental Services
Records Clerk
Radiology
Central Sterile
Materials Warehouse
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How Project SEARCH started…
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2011Project SEARCH
International
Conference
Minneapolis, MN
The Fifth Annual Project SEARCH International
Conference was July 12-15. Again this year
Lean training was offered in the Lean
Curriculum & Tools.

Product.
“Value Added” is a term
embedded into Lean thinking. Every part of
a work process should add value to the
organization, product or outcome.

Doing work in a standard way

What is Lean and how does it relate to Project
SEARCH? Lean has many components but one
of the most important underlying principles is to
create a problem solving philosophy in your
organization that embraces people, change, and
quality. Project SEARCH also believes in
change, continually growing our capacity,
updating our resources, and recognizing the
potential in all people.

A main task for our instructors and job
coaches is to analyze a job and work
process and find the most efficient way to
design and teach the tasks while
incorporating the learning styles and
personalities of the person. People with
disabilities, when taught properly with
competitive, marketable skills add value and
help meet a business need. Recognizing
these parallels, we want to incorporate Lean
tools, processes, and philosophy into our
Project SEARCH programs.

Fixing the mistakes immediately

Lean is an outgrowth of the continuous quality
improvement movement originated by Toyota. It
has been adopted by healthcare, manufacturing,
banking and many other large organizations and
systems – the same industry sectors where we
have Project SEARCH programs!
Another
important Lean component is to actively look for
and eliminate waste in order to have the most
efficient and productive work flow and final

Lean believes in developing each person to
be a leader, looking for ways to contribute
to the organization by doing the following:

Recognizing that mistakes occur and
being alert to identifying those
mistakes

Observing the work when and where it
is being done in order to find the root
cause of any issue or problem
Being transparent during the problem
solving process
Asking questions reflectively and
honestly – not jumping to conclusions
Creating action plans, working the plan
and evaluating the progress of the plan
Respecting people

PROJECT SEARCH CONGRATULATES EACH OF ITS 205 PROGRAMS
ACROSS 39 STATES & 4 COUNTRIES ON THEIR GRADUATING CLASSES LAST YEAR!

Project SEARCH
Inaugural Graduating Class of 2011
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Intern Interviews

~Jeremiah Blatch
Q - What do you think about Project SEARCH?
Jeremiah – It’s a real good program. It helps improve my job skills. I
started my first rotation in Environmental Services. I learned the proper
way of cleaning and sanitizing equipment. I also did housekeeping in
patient rooms and hallways.
Q – Where do you work now?
Jeremiah – I work in Radiology now. I sanitize wheelchairs and stretchers
and put blankets and towels on wheelchairs for patients who need it. I also
transport patients for x-rays.
Q – What do you like?
Jeremiah – I like working and helping the patients. If they have a bad day I
pay special attention to them and give them extra care. I ask them if they
would like a blanket, etc.
Q – What do you want to do in the future?
Jeremiah – I would like to work in the hospital because I love helping
people. If I can’t get into the hospital, I would like to work with children.
Those are my two strong areas, helping patients and teaching children new
things.

~Jahrod Oliver (Hired in Nutritional Services last year)
Q – What do you like about Project SEARCH?
Jahrod – It was a good program because it helps people be independent, be
on time and teaches people to have goals so they can make it in the real
world.
I started in Nutritional Services working as a dishwasher. My second
rotation was in Environmental Services doing housekeeping jobs, sanitized
guard rails; clean the floors with industrial cleaner. I did not finish that
rotation because the dishwasher hurt his back and I was asked to take a
temporary job for 30 days. That turned into a part time job for me and then
a full time job. I love my job because I love working with people.
Q – Do you have any comments or advice for current interns?
Jahrod – Do the best you can, be to work on time and be a team player.

~Lacosta Jolly
Q – How did you find out about Project SEARCH?
Lacosta – Through my teacher Betty Feldman.
Q – What did you think when you first heard about Project SEARCH?
Lacosta – I knew I needed to get into the program so I can get on the job
training and learn new skills.
Q – Where do you currently work?
Lacosta – In OR. I clean fixtures, prep patients for surgery, put blood
pressure cuffs on patients and pick them up from the Recovery Room. I
like working in the OR. New and interesting things happen every day. I
like the challenge.
Jahrod

We must become the change we want to see.
~Mahatma Gandhi

